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1. Name the four basic network topologies, and cite advantage of each type. 

2. What is the difference between half-duplex and full-duplex transmission modes? 

3. Identify the five components of a data communications system? 

4. you have two computers connected by an Ethernet hub at home. Is this a LAN, 

a MAN, or a WAN? Explain your reason. 

5. In the ring topology in Figure 1.8, what happens if one of the stations is 

unplugged? 

6. In the bus topology in Figure 1.7, what happens if one of the stations is 

unplugged? 

7. Compare the telephone network and the Internet. What are the similarities? 

What are the differences? 

8. With handheld transceivers, often called walkie-talkie, two or more participants 

can talk to each other. However, at no time, more than one participant can speak. 

Please describe the reason for this limitation. 

9. An ________ is a set of entities of the same type that share the same properties, 

or attributes. 

a) Entity set 

b) Attribute set 

c) Relation set 

d) Entity model 

10. Entity is a _________ 

a) Object of relation 

b) Present working model 



c) Thing in real world 

d) Model of relation 

11. The attribute name could be structured as an attribute consisting of first name, 

middle initial, and last name. This type of attribute is called 

a) Simple attribute 

b) Composite attribute 

c) Multivalued attribute 

d) Derived attribute 

12. The attribute AGE is calculated from DATE_OF_BIRTH. The attribute AGE is 

a) Single valued 

b) Multi valued 

c) Composite 

d) Derived 

13. Which of the following can be a multivalued attribute? 

a) Phone_number 

b) Name 

c) Date_of_birth 

d) All of the mentioned 

14. Which of the following is a single valued attribute 

a) Register_number 

b) Address 

c) SUBJECT_TAKEN 

d) Reference 

15. An entity in A is associated with at most one entity in B, and an entity in B is 

associated with at most one entity in A. This is called as 

a) One-to-many 



b) One-to-one 

c) Many-to-many 

d) Many-to-one 

16. An entity in A is associated with at most one entity in B. An entity in B, 

however, can be associated with any number (zero or more) of entities in A. 

a) One-to-many 

b) One-to-one 

c) Many-to-many 

d) Many-to-one 

17. Data integrity constraints are used to: 

a) Control who is allowed access to the data 

b) Ensure that duplicate records are not entered into the table 

c) Improve the quality of data entered for a specific property 

d) Prevent users from changing the values stored in the table 

18. Establishing limits on allowable property values, and specifying a set of 

acceptable, predefined options that can be assigned to a property are examples of: 

a) Attributes 

b) Data integrity constraints 

c) Method constraints 

d) Referential integrity constraints 

19. ______ is a special type of integrity constraint that relates two relations & 

maintains consistency across the relations. 

a) Entity Integrity Constraints 

b) Referential Integrity Constraints 

c) Domain Integrity Constraints 

d) Domain Constraints 



20. Which of the following gives a logical structure of the database graphically? 

a) Entity-relationship diagram 

b) Entity diagram 

c) Database diagram 

d) Architectural representation 

21. The entity relationship set is represented in E-R diagram as 

a) Double diamonds 

b) Undivided rectangles 

c) Dashed lines 

d) Diamond 

22. The Rectangles divided into two parts represents 

a) Entity set 

b) Relationship set 

c) Attributes of a relationship set 

d) Primary key 

23. Consider a directed line(->) from the relationship set advisor to both entity sets 

instructor and student. This indicates _________ cardinality 

a) One to many 

b) One to one 

c) Many to many 

d) Many to one 

24. In the __________ normal form, a composite attribute is converted to 

individual attributes. 

a) First 

b) Second 



c) Third 

d) Fourth 

25.  Functional Dependencies are the types of constraints that are based on______ 

a) Key 

b) Key revisited 

c) Superset key 

d) None of the mentioned 

 

 

26. Explain the following terms briefly: attribute, domain, entity, relation-ship, 

entity set, relationship set, one-to-many relationship, many-to-many relationship , 

weak entity set, Degree 

27. Notown Records has decided to store information about musicians who 

perform on its albums (as well as other company data) in a database. The company 

has wisely chosen to hire you as a database designer (at your usual consulting fee 

of $2500/day). 

Each musician that records at Notown has an SSN, a name, an address, and a 

phone number. Poorly paid musicians often share the same address, and no address 

has more than one phone. 

Each instrument used in songs recorded at Notown has a unique identification 

number, a name (e.g., guitar, synthesizer, flute) and a musical key (e.g., C, B-flat, 

E-flat). 

Each album recorded on the Notown label has a unique identification number, a 

title, a copyright date, a format (e.g., CD or MC), and an album identifier. 



Each song recorded at Notown has a title and an author. 

Each musician may play several instruments, and a given instrument may be 

played by several musicians. 

Each album has a number of songs on it, but no song may appear on more than one 

album. 

Each song is performed by one or more musicians, and a musician may perform a 

number of songs. 

Each album has exactly one musician who acts as its producer. A musician may 

produce several albums, of course. 

Design a conceptual schema for Notown and draw an ER diagram for your 

schema. 

The preceding information describes the situation that the Notown database must 

model. Be sure to indicate all key and cardinality constraints and any assumptions 

you make. Identify any constraints you are unable to capture in the ER diagram 

and briefly explain why you could not express them. 

28. Write the definition for a class called Distance that has data member feet as 

integer and inches as float. The class has the following member functions: void 

set(int, float) to give value to object void disp() to display distance in feet and 

inches Distance add(Distance) to sum two distances & return distance 1. Write 

the definitions for each of the above member functions. 2. Write main function to 

create three Distance objects. Set the value in two objects and call add() to 

calculate sum and assign it in third object. Display all distances.  

 

 



 

 

29. Define a class student with the following specification Private members of 

class student: admno integer sname 20 character eng. math, science float total float 

ctotal() a function to calculate eng + math + science with float return type. Public 

member function of class student: Takedata() Function to accept values for 

admno, sname, eng, science and invoke ctotal() to calculate total. Showdata() 

Function to display all the data members on the screen.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                     

 

 

 

 


